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Learning about the tips to choose between drupal, jhoomla and wordpress(the widely-used CMS)
can give the right mode for your business objective but first,  lets us delve into the background of
CMS and its ever-growing popularity. The web-platform has evolved with the growing technology
and increasing user demands. Thus, a set of procedures in the way of CMS or content management
system, where technology has bridged the gap between the knows and the know-nots. To
elaborate,  CMS helps to manage the content for a site without the necessity of technical-expertise.
As a user and the owner of a website you also assume full command over it. So, there is no longer
the erstwhile â€œmiddleman dealingsâ€• to do your job, when you need it.  There are the joomla, drupal
and wordpress CMS riding on the CMS rage.

As mentioned, a website designed with CMS empowers you to lead the â€œgrowth-milestonesâ€• of your
online business site.  The crux lies in choosing the most-suited CMS for your online business goals.
Whether Drupal would give the robust frame for your site or Wordpress meet your business
requirements or Jhoomla be the ultimate answer to spin off the wonder in the way of a unique online
space for you; will be substantiated through the following tips to choose between drupal, jhoomla
and wordpress.

Let us move further to understand the pros and cons of each of the above mentioned CMS and as
to which will outline the best framework for your business objectives. Starting with Drupal, this is one
CMS which offers a wider and bigger platform for developers to cash in on the limitless creativity,
through coding, taking the system to new heights. Drupal is ideal for enterprise solutions, where
upgrades or tweaks can be done in a rapid-pace mode. Additionally, the drupal community has a
wide and strong base across the world, whose developers have contributed immensely to the
growth of drupal. The CMS   supports both MySQL and postgres, which again gives a wider scope
to developers. 

When it comes to the flipside of Drupal CMS, it is that,  that being a little developer-oriented it
scores less with the designer and the user who only has rudimentary knowledge about coding. Such
a drawback can inhibit both from exploiting Drupal, in a  full-fledged manner. For instance, the
concept of theming has not caught on easily with drupal  whereas with wordpress and jhoomla
theming is achieved without much of a hassle. Compared to both wordpress and jhoomla, Drupal
does require a greater time and cost investment. Other pointers or tips while choosing amongst the
three of jhoomla, wordpress and drupal is the scalability of your site. If you are simply looking at a
blogging platform, which is readymade with not much demand on the user to explore and learn,
exercising a lesser tax on time and money; then wordpress is the answer. Discussion forums,
thought-sharing and other aspects which involve a sequential data-flow can be easily accomplished
through wordpress. But the drawback with wordpress, is that unlike its â€œcompetitorsâ€•(drupal and
jhoomla CMS) its not developer friendly with upgrades and plug-ins taking â€œtimeâ€• to set in, into the
new platform.

Something more like a hybrid between drupal and wordpress is the evolving jhoomla.  Though not
as powerful as Drupal, it comes out be the best interface for all types of users- developers,
designers, and administrators. This is further espoused by the fact that jhoomlaâ€™s patron community
offers strong support to the widening base of the popular CMS. So jhoomla is a good kickstart for
those with little tech know-how. The limitations of jhoomla come from the technical angle where the
CMS supports only apache unlike drupal which works with both Apache and IIS. Though jhoomla
supports SSL logins and pages, it is not XHTML compliant. Versioning and audit trail, built-in SEO, 
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and multiple-site handling with one installation which is Drupalâ€™s forte, is absent in jhoomla. As
regards to SEO, jhoomlaâ€™s urls are not search-engine friendly.

Therefore it comes to stay that choosing between jhoomla, drupal and wordpress depends upon the
objective at end, the project-scale, the budget-allocation and future prospects. Each of the
aforementioned CMS has its pros and cons and also a potential which can be channeled with
careful analysis of ones goals at end.

Envisaging your businessâ€™ present needs and future prospects, to deliver time-tested web-solutions,
which are highly scalable, is Rarefly, web designing company Chennai. Here, the range of services
encompass the web-platform as a whole- from graphic designing, logo designs, graphic designs,
SEO and all that is web-enabled. The Rarefly motto stands for customized solutions, which creates
the web-space to serve your ever-growing business with the stamp of  trio-quality, extensibility and
productivity.
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